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WHO WE ARE
PenderFund Capital Management Ltd is an independent, employee-owned, value-based investment firm
located in Vancouver. We provide Canadian investors with niche investment funds not offered by larger investment
firms, our goal being to create value for our investors by generating superior risk-adjusted returns, while
protecting capital and minimizing downside risk.
Pender has a team of specialist portfolio managers who are expert analysts, security selectors and value investors. We
take a private equity approach to public markets, undertaking stringent fundamental analysis on factors including
valuation, business quality, risk and exit strategy before every investment. We uncover investment opportunities
in inefficient parts of the market where we find less competition on price. Our funds are small and nimble and we
keep portfolios concentrated to our best ideas.
We focus on North American securities and find the small/midcap equity markets and non-investment grade
debt markets provide the majority of attractive opportunities. In our search for great businesses with sustainable
competitive advantages and long runways, we gravitate towards technology, health care and consumer
discretionary companies.
Since launching in June 2009 we have grown to
approximately $400 million in assets under management,
in particular with the support of IIROC financial advisors.
www.penderfund.com

We go off the beaten track...to find value.

With nimble funds we can go where others cannot follow.

Pender is an independent, employee-owned, value-based investment firm and one of the fastest growing
investment companies in the country. Being based in Vancouver, away from the “noise” of the marketplace,
is one of our competitive advantages. We are proud to support CFA Society Vancouver.
PenderFund Capital Management

@penderfund
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March 29, 2016
China Outlook 2016
Louis-Vincent Gave, GaveKal Research
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

April 21, 2016
Economic & Market Outlook
Martin Barnes, BCA Research
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

March 31, 2016
Are You a Great Analyst?
James Valentine, AnalystSolutions
11:00 am - 12:00 pm

April 28, 2016
Cracking the Nest Egg
Jim Otar, RetirementOptimizer.com
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

March 31, 2016
Generate Differentiated Insights
James Valentine, AnalystSolutions
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May 13, 2016
Risk-adjusted Performance Measurement
Carl Bacon, StatPro Group
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CFA Society Vancouver was proud to host financial journalist and New York
Times best-selling author Michael Lewis as the keynote speaker for their 50th
Anniversary Celebration on November 19, 2015. The event was well attended by
approximately 950 guests, which is a record for the organization. The event also
included an engaging panel discussion with past presidents Tony Gage, Doug
Knight, Ian Robertson and Michael Ryan, the Society’s founding father. Had it not
been for Michael’s initiative to promote the merits with CFA Institute of having a
Society in Vancouver, the Vancouver Society of Financial Analysts would not have
been formed in the 1960s.
Dr. Heather Mohan of Camp Kerry provided a heart warming presentation that
helped raise over $11,000 for her organization. Camp Kerry supports grieving
families in dealing with the loss of a loved one.
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DECEMBER 2015 COMMENTARY AND 2016 OUTLOOK
ANDREW McCREATH, CFA
President & CEO, Forge First Asset Management
Andrew is Co-Founder of Forge First Asset Management Inc. His 25 years of investment industry experience includes
more than 15 years of managing money during which time he was a founding shareholder of two successful money
management organizations that were sold to larger organizations. After being a top-ranked sell-side securities analyst at
leading investment banks for 7 years, Andrew moved to the money management side of the business. He was a founding
shareholder of Synergy Mutual Funds which was sold to CI Financial in October 2003. Andrew started his first hedge fund
business, Waterfall Investments Inc., in April 2004 which was sold to Sentry Investments in August 2008 at which time
Andrew joined the Sentry team. During his three years at Sentry, Andrew managed the Sentry Diversified Total Return Fund,
winner of the 2010 Lipper Award for the best fund over three years in the Canadian focused equity category, and the Sentry
Market Neutral LP, winner of the 2010 Morningstar Best Relative Value Hedge Fund (Gold in 2010). Once an entrepreneur and
always an entrepreneur, Andrew left Sentry at the end of August 2011 to launch Forge First Asset Management. He is also
a Market Commentator on BNN-TV, Canada’s only all-business television station (www.bnn.ca), and host of “Weekly with
Andrew McCreath”.

True hedge funds proved their worth during 2015, and unless oil producing nations back off from their game of chicken, the value of running a hedged book will
only increase in 2016. Markets are running out of good news bullets, hence risks are rising. The longer oil prices remain below $50, the higher the probability that
a non-bank financial company or country dependent upon commodity prices catalyzes a negative event for stocks and further flattens the yield curve. In contrast,
should markets anticipate $60 plus oil towards the end of 2016, equities will see vicious sector rotation that only the nimblest of managers will be able to capitalize
upon. Want to place your bet on where markets go? Not me! While my team has put together a repositioning “play list” for our funds for when the world begins to
“reflate”, entering 2016 we’re positioned for defence after delivering a strong year on the offence side of the ledger.
I believe 2015 marked a turning point for markets. As can be seen in Figure 1 below, since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 (“GFC”) there’s been a strong positive
correlation between the strength of the S&P 500 (orange line) and the size of the balance sheet of the Federal Reserve of the U.S. (white line). One can see on
the right-hand side of this graph, since the Fed halted liquidity in Q4 of 2014, the S&P 500 has gone nowhere. And think about it – since the Fed raised rates in
December it’s clear that only bad news can prevent the Fed from a further tightening of U.S. monetary policy. Meanwhile, Figure 2 below shows that central bank
liquidity globally has been shrinking for months, meaning equity markets have lost a key pillar of support. This development creates a tough environment for
passive investment managers or passive products, however, it’s an ideal one for active managers that are comfortable running a diversified short book. That’s why
true hedge funds make sense.
Figure 1: Federal Reserve’s Balance Sheet vs S&P 500

Figure 2

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bank of America

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
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DECEMBER 2015 COMMENTARY AND 2016 OUTLOOK (continued)
Before commenting on 2016, let me review the successes and failures of the prognostications I made in my “2015 Lookahead” report. Several of my predictions
were prescient, as I suggested that there would be a slowdown in China’s growth, pressure on emerging market stocks, metal prices and the agriculture sector,
and the U.S. yield curve would flatten, while absolute rate levels would remain quiescent. I also suggested that U.S. stock indices would reach all-time highs before
succumbing to valuation pressures after Labour Day. While I avoided making a specific prediction on oil, I expressed doubt that oil would get above $60 before the
end of 2015. As a result, I predicted the Canadian dollar would fall to $0.80 from its then $0.8605 level.
While WTI oil did in fact trade above $60 for ~6 weeks in May/June of 2015, the writing was on the wall, at least to me, that oil prices were going lower and the
U.S. dollar was going higher. Consequently, I cut my target on the loonie (which by then had hit $0.80) another nickel to $0.75 and stated that the growing supply
of oil was going to be the biggest factor in determining the outlook for financial markets over the succeeding 12 months. That’s still the case today!
For equities to go up, one or a combination of items must fall into place. At its simplest, it’s about either the amount of profits that a company generates or
the valuation that investors are willing to pay for each dollar of profits. In turn, the level of profits is a function of revenue generation and the ability to control
costs, including taxation. The valuation paid for those profits is a function of how plentiful the supply of companies generating a strong level of profits is relative
to the demand for that roster of companies. Correspondingly, the level of demand is partially driven by the relative risk and reward of alternative investment
opportunities.
Beyond the “bounce off the bottom”, profit growth has become increasingly tougher to generate for a number of reasons. First, most people underestimated
the magnitude of the challenge to restructure China’s economy from being dominated by exports and infrastructure spending to one characterized by domestic
consumption. Looking ahead, with its manufacturing sector in recession, chronic overcapacity continuing to fuel deflation (48 consecutive months and counting of
declining PPI), and rising non-performing loans (“NPL”) at its banks, further cuts in interest rates and tinkering with reserve ratios, won’t prevent China from just
muddling along at ~6% GDP growth, a level that will offer little help for commodity prices in 2016.
As for the U.S, its economy remains the “best of a bad lot”. Led by the consumer sector, housing fundamentals remain solid, offering investment opportunities
throughout that and related industries. While recent ISM data suggests U.S. manufacturing has entered a recession, it is not a major component of the U.S.
economy at only 9% of employment, 12% of GDP and 18% of investment. However, the services side of their economy remains quite strong, although it’s also
a sector dominated by lower paying jobs. Consequently, we believe that the services sector will continue to fuel the consumer sector, and housing in particular.
Indeed, U.S. household debt sits materially below pre-GFC levels. Furthermore, 67% of household debt is in mortgages, of which 90% is fixed rate and features an
overall average mortgage rate of 3.8%. However, as can be seen in Figure 3 below, according to the Citigroup Economic Surprise Index, the U.S. economy (white
line) is far from being free from risk, as there has been a preponderance of negative economic surprises growing during each of the past couple of months.
Figure 3

Figure 4

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Deutsche Bank

On the other hand, Europe’s economy (orange line) continues to see more positive than negative surprises as both real income (see Figure 4) and credit growth
have turned up nicely and continue to trend in the right direction. Of course, virtually all of the credit for this improvement has to go to Mario Draghi, the head of
Europe’s Central Bank. He’s lived up to his promise to “do whatever it takes”. The question is whether that will be good enough. I’d suggest we’ve now seen
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DECEMBER 2015 COMMENTARY AND 2016 OUTLOOK (continued)
significant evidence globally that further monetary stimulus has only modest positive marginal utility, given the hangover effects of the balance sheet recession on
much of the developed world’s population. It’s going to take economic restructuring and fiscal action by governments to advance growth into the mid 2% range
in Europe from the current mid-to-high 1% range. Having said that, the forward rate of earnings growth in Europe is more attractive than it is in North America,
which, when combined with unfinished liquidity effects of Draghi’s QE, is likely to create investment opportunities amongst European exporters, selected financial
institutions, and manufacturing stocks. I wish the same could be said about Canada.
You may remember that Stephen Poloz, the Governor of the Bank of Canada (“BoC”), spent more than 10 years with Export Development Canada, including his
last two years as President and CEO before joining the BoC. So it’s little surprise that to fight Canada’s underperforming economy he’s chosen to depreciate our
currency in the hopes that export growth can enable us to climb out of our growth deficit. But unfortunately, as shown in Figure 5 below, this currency policy is not
working. On an indexed basis, with January 2007 equal to 100, the level of Canadian sales volumes remains below pre-GFC levels in contrast to U.S. output that’s
regained previous highs. Similarly, RBC’s Canadian Manufacturing PMI hit an all-time low in December 2015.
Lastly, I’ve maintained for a long time that amidst a world weighed down by debt and unfavourable demographics, $50 oil, let alone sub $40/barrel, is terrible for
the global (not just Alberta’s) economy. We get all the negatives but few of the pitched positives; think of the average American consumer. Rising health care and
rental expenses are more than offsetting any wage gains or savings from gasoline bills. Meanwhile, the negative multiplier effect of lower capital spending that
begins at the wellhead has become more than obvious, as commodity producers which were 39% of global capex growth in 2014, have slashed spending in 2015 and
are expected to do so in 2016. But that’s just the beginning.
The longer oil stays lower, say below $50/barrel, I foresee a commensurate rise in the risk that a systematically-linked trading house or country dependent upon
commodity prices triggers a negative shock to financial markets. As you can see from Figure 6 on the below right, the value of the Russian Ruble (white line) and
Brazilian Real (orange line) have both fallen 75% during the past 15 months versus the U.S. dollar. Fortunately these countries, similar to most other “EM-like”
commodity producers or manufacturing hubs (Taiwan, South Korea), have the benefit of “fortress-like” (albeit falling) foreign exchange reserves, built up during
the boom years, when commodities were rocking and other EMs were benefiting from the tailwind of globalization.
Figure 5

Figure 6

Source: Merrill Lynch

Source: Bloomberg

Furthermore, what happens if the Fed “walks its own talk” and moves to hike interest rates twice (what markets are discounting) or as many as four times (what
the Fed is saying) during 2016? U.S. dollar denominated debt owed by companies and governments in these “EM-type” countries approximate $9T, with most of
these markets too illiquid to facilitate currency swaps back to local currencies. Meanwhile, there are no rate hikes coming in China, Japan or from Europe’s ECB.
Fortunately, it’s not obvious that further rate hikes by the Fed will necessarily push the U.S. dollar higher (as suggested by the trend line of the “DXY” in Figure 8)
and exacerbate the multitude of deflationary forces haunting the low growth global economy.

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
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DECEMBER 2015 COMMENTARY AND 2016 OUTLOOK (continued)
Figure 7

Figure 8

Source: Minack Advisors Research

Source: Bloomberg

As can be seen in the periods marked by the two blue ovals in Figure 7 above, the U.S. dollar fell post Fed “lift-offs” in 1994 and 2004. However, I’d attribute that
action to the Fed being perceived as being “behind the curve” as growth and inflation were far from dormant at those points in time. As for 2016, a number of
factors will determine whether the Fed hikes again, as currently predicted, in March.
Obviously U.S. economic statistics will remain important and those trends remain supportive of another hike. Over the holidays I read about various risks to
the outlook for growth and rates, with China being the most frequently cited culprit. While China is definitely a huge risk (NPLs must catch up to the 4X growth
in credit issued since the GFC), it’s important to probability weight a risk, and on that count I see China as being a low likelihood event catalyst in 2016, as
notwithstanding its overt mismanagement of domestic financial markets, economically its Government has many levers still at its disposal. For me, oil remains far
and away the biggest risk.
The recent 2016 budget from Saudi Arabia made it quite clear the Kingdom is far from backing down in trying to increase its market share. Throw in Iran, Iraq and
many other players who want their share of barrels sold, and low oil prices at least through the first half of 2016 seems a sure bet. My take is that if oil stays low
enough, its deflationary impact could force the Fed to hold off on that second rate hike.
Such a setup provides the backdrop for my scenario #1 for stocks during 2016. Oil stays lower for longer, forcing the Fed to hold tight, as an acknowledgement
that global deflationary risks are rising not falling, and that a rate hike could push a country over the edge and create a “systemic” economic shock. Such a default
represents the most likely “tail risk” event for this year. Stocks could get crushed, the U.S. dollar would rise, and yields in U.S. 10-year Treasury bonds would fall to
1.50%. I’d place a 30% chance of this scenario happening. Canada’s loonie would hit $0.65.
At the other end of spectrum, scenario #2 sees a key oil producing nation hoisting the white flag and oil prices trending higher, enabling markets to foresee $60
oil late in the second half of 2016 or more likely early 2017. The U.S. curve would steepen from current levels (120 bps on the 10- and 2-year curves) though yields
would move higher across the curve, and such a “reflation event” would cause the U.S. dollar to come under pressure. Richly-valued defensive stocks, long the
consensus trade, would get crushed and a vicious sector rotation would see investors pile back into energy, banks, industrials and other cyclical stocks, materially
favouring Canadian over U.S. equity indexes.
Meanwhile, our loonie would be fast on its way back to $0.80, reversing the money-making secret of some investors during the past 18 months of just parking
assets in U.S. dollars. Investors still positioned for QE would get damaged. I’d place a 20% possibility of this scenario happening.
At a 50% probability of occurrence, scenario #3 features European growth improving a little from the current run rate and oil recovering to a more palatable level,
say mid-$40s by late spring of 2016. Combined with an El Niño warmer winter supported U.S. economy (vs. the harsh winter hammering of 2015), these factors will allow
additional rate hikes by the Fed. These developments are also followed by signs that the oil war of attrition could begin to recede in the back half of the year.
In this case, the U.S. dollar grinds modestly higher, but not enough to shock global markets. The loonie bottoms at $0.70, though it ticks with a “6 handle”.
Interest rates aren’t that volatile under this scenario. U.S. short rates move higher with the Fed hikes, but long rates don’t climb higher than 2.75% on 10-year
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DECEMBER 2015 COMMENTARY AND 2016 OUTLOOK (continued)
U.S. Treasuries because core inflation remains a year from acceleration and supply/demand dynamics remain positive for high quality sovereign bonds. Canadian
stocks underperform U.S. indices in the first half of 2016, but outperform during the second half, as the Bank of Canada doesn’t match Fed rate hikes and forward
earnings momentum will start to favour Canadian names. The S&P 500 would complete its second range-bound, flattish year, as earnings growth would remain
lousy and stocks stay relatively expensive.
Figure 9

Figure 10

Source: Goldman Sachs

Source: Goldman Sachs

U.S. equity prices, the driver of stocks globally, have benefited handsomely since the GFC from debt-financed share buybacks. It’s this expansion of net debt
(orange line) shown in Figure 9 above that explains why the EV/EBITDA (orange line, right axis of Figure 10) multiple has decoupled from the forward P/E ratio
(white line, left axis of Figure 10). Equities also look expensive from the lens of Robert Shiller’s CAPE ratio.
Shiller’s “Cyclically Adjusted P:E” ratio (CAPE) divides the price of the S&P 500 into the 10-year rolling, inflation-adjusted EPS for the SPX, in an attempt to
smooth out business cycles. Shown in Figure 11 below, you can see that (a) there’s 135 years of data, and (b) the current 25.9X multiple is clearly at the higher end
of the range. That CAPE ratio (orange line, Figure 11) constitutes the horizontal axis for Figure 12. The vertical axis in Figure 12 represents the forward 10-year
real return an investor would have received if he/she had bought the SPX at that point in time. The red vertical line represents buying the market today at the
December CAPE of 25.9X. We don’t know what that forward real return will be, however what is clear from Figure 12 is that anytime an investor has paid a CAPE
ratio as high as today’s, the forward real return has been lousy. Visualize a quadrant in the top right side of Figure 12 where forward real returns have been stellar –
it’s blank!
So the takeaway is simple. To quote Bob Dylan, “The Times They Are A Changin”, and an investor better be prepared. Tail risk in the markets is rising as slowing
earnings growth, a rising U.S. dollar, an aging recovery and rich valuations haunt bonds, stocks and many hard assets. Volatility is poised to increase and returns
are likely to be lower.
Figure 11

Figure 12

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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Exploration Insights

Joe Mazumdar Economic Geologist/Analyst Exploration Insights

TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM, THAT IS THE QUESTION
A stream is where an investor, which may be a streaming company, bank or private equity firm, pays an upfront
amount of cash for the right to purchase a portion of the precious metals produced from an operating mine or
potential mine. The streamer also pays an additional amount either at a fixed price or as a proportion of the spot
price when the precious metal is delivered which can be a tax advantage over a royalty. Hence the term stream
describes a steady source of revenue at a fixed or variable cost if it is paid as a proportion of the spot price.
A stream differs from a royalty as a stream typically represent a significant portion of the metal anywhere from
a few percentage points to all of it. If I drew a spectrum between pre-dominantly royalty to streaming based
companies, I would put Franco Nevada (FNV.T) on the royalty side followed by Royal Gold (RGLD.N), Sandstorm
Gold (SSL.V) and Silver Wheaton (SLW.T), which is more purely on the streaming side.

The first dedicated streaming company – Gold Wheaton – was created in June

We estimate that the four principal royalty and streaming companies have

2008 in an effort by FNX Mining to monetize the by-product precious metal

raised just over US$4.0 billion from 2010, see Figure 2. Over half of that

endowment (50% of gold and platinum group metals) at their Sudbury nickel-

amount was raised just in the past two years as both Franco Nevada and Silver

copper-cobalt deposits to provide capital (C$400 M in cash and shares) to fund

Wheaton have upped the size of their streaming transactions.

the operator’s ‘aggressive growth plans’. And so it began.

I recall that an equity financing proposed initially at C$75 million by Sandstorm

Given the difficult financing environment over the past few years, financing

Gold in August 2012 was

a project with a precious metal stream emerged as a viable option for mining

doubled to C$150 in a

companies as the streamers had less difficulty raising money than the actual

few days due to investor

Deal flow for royalty and
streaming transactions have
grown at 35% annually

Incidentally, Franco Nevada acquired
Gold Wheaton in January 2011

companies doing the exploring,

demand. This was at a

developing and operating.

time not much different than the present when mining companies, including

Deal flow for royalty and streaming
transactions have grown at a
compound annual growth rate of

the development companies Sandstorm Gold would potentially fund, could not
raise a dime. Hence the advantage a streamer had over mining companies with
challenged balance sheets.

over 35% over the past 11 years, see Figure 1. This represents over US$16 billion
of transactions with over 75% coming from the four principal antagonists
including Franco-Nevada, Silver Wheaton, Royal Gold and Sandstorm Gold
since 2006.

Figure 2: Funds raised through equity and debt – Source: Franco Nevada, Silver Wheaton,
Royal Gold and Sandstorm Gold, Exploration Insights estimates

Figure 1: Royalty and stream deal flow – Source: Global Mining Observer

Dedicated streamers and royalty companies
have raised over US$4.0 B since 2010

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
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TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM, THAT IS THE QUESTION (continued)
WHY DO THEY GET ALL THE MONEY?
Streamers have been able to attract investors with the sales pitch that they offer

REMOVES PROJECT UPSIDE WITH RESPECT TO
COMMODITY PRICE AND EXPLORATION POTENTIAL

exposure to the commodities such as gold and silver without the operating risk

From an operating company perspective, many abhor streams as they tend to

of a mining company as their cost is fixed while providing upside, unlike an

take away the upside with respect to a rising commodity price environment due

exchange traded fund, as they do not need to support any additional capital

to the fixed payment on the streamed portion of the gold production. This is

requirements to add to the mine life or expand the operation. But is this true?

mitigated somewhat with a variable cost structure (i.e. 20% of the spot price).

OPERATING AND EXECUTION RISK EXPOSURE IS NOT ZERO
There is no question royalty and streaming companies offer exposure to the
underlying precious metals however their lack of exposure to operating risk
is not a given. The failures of single asset development companies funded by
streamers such as Rubicon Minerals’ Phoenix gold project in Canada (Royal
Gold), Luna Gold’s Aurizona and Colossus Minerals’ Serra Pelada in Brazil
(Sandstorm Gold), and Taseko Mines’ New Prosperity (Franco Nevada) is an

Another issue is the limited exposure on the exploration upside as normally the
streaming company does not participate in any further capital expenditures to
expand or extend life of the operation.
For example, the First Quantum CEO had criticized the US$1 billion gold and
silver streaming transaction that Inmet had completed for the Cobre Panama
copper project with Franco Nevada prior to its acquisition by First Quantum as
‘it removes the upside from the project’.

indication that the exposure to execution and technical risks are not zero.

VARIOUS PATHS TO FUNDING A SINGLE ASSET COMPANY

BIGGER STREAMS WITH BIGGER COMPANIES ON
PREDOMINANTLY OPERATING ASSETS

I looked at two single asset companies that are both developing a gold project

The streaming company’s exposure to operating risk is higher if the stream is
on the main or co-product of the single asset that the company is operating
or developing. To mitigate this risk, streamers have trended towards larger
streaming transactions with major mining houses with diversified asset
portfolios. The transactions are predominantly directed to assets where the
precious metal stream is a by-product credit (<10% of the gross revenue) of the
operation and not critical to drive the project economics.
For example, both Franco Nevada and Silver Wheaton have completed a
combined US$1.5 billion worth of silver stream transactions on the large
Antamina copper and zinc mine in Peru with different mining houses (Teck and
Glencore). These are more of the ‘win-win’ situations that mirror the original
transaction that founded Gold Wheaton.
I note that Silver Wheaton normally pay a fixed price typically US$400 for gold
and between US$3.90-4.00 for silver however the transaction with Glencore
involved a delivery price of 20% of spot silver price. Although I note that paying
a variable price for the gold stream is now a more common practice among the
other royalty and streaming companies.
Sandstorm Gold, for its part, completed a diversified stream transaction worth
US$140-150 million with Yamana Gold to mitigate its risk of investing in
single asset companies. The transaction was diversified with respect to assets

in the same jurisdiction in West Africa (Burkina Faso). According to their
respective 2014 feasibility studies, both generate very high internal rates of
return (IRR) of 45-50% and quick paybacks of less than 2 years at gold prices
of US$1250-1300 per ounce of gold. Both of their projects lie on large land
packages with significant upside, so why is it they took two different paths to
fund themselves?

DEBT WITH HEDGING VERSUS A GOLD STREAM
TRANSACTION
Roxgold chose a traditional debt facility in September 2014 after the release of
their feasibility study with two large European Banks, including Société General
and Credit Suisse. The debt facility was for US$75 M at an interest rate of
LIBOR plus 425-475 basis points or about 5.0-5.5% with a hedging component
on 65,000 ounces or 8.5% of their reserves over the 6-year term of the loan. The
hedging program (US$1052), while ensuring a payback for the debt holders,
does limit the upside. But the positive is that it is limited to the scope of the
debt facility.
True Gold announced a gold stream transaction on their Karma project after
the release of their feasibility study in August 2014. The streaming transaction
was for US$100 to US$120 million with Franco Nevada (75%) and Sandstorm
Gold (25%) on 100 koz over the first 5 years of production and 6.3% thereafter.
Critically for investors, the gold stream agreement at Karma covers all of the

- Cerro Chapada and Cerro Moro –, geography - Brazil and Argentina - and
commodities - silver and copper. Again another ‘win-win’ situation.
“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM, THAT IS THE QUESTION (continued)
concessions within the Karma project including a defined area of interest of 5
km surrounding the borders of the Karma project, see Figure 5. Franco Nevada
and Sandstorm were no doubt attracted to the upside potential of the land
package at Karma.
Figure 6: Indexed
share price
performance and
volume for ROG
and TGM since
their respective
debt (September
30, 2014) and gold
stream (August 11,
2014) transactions
– Source: Google
Finance and
Exploration Insights
estimates)

STREAM OFFERS LOW COST OF CAPITAL AT LOW GOLD
PRICES FOR TRUE GOLD
True Gold management highlight in their presentations the low cost of capital
(<0.5% at US$1100/oz gold) that is offered by the gold stream transaction
at current but low gold prices, which I agree with. However, I would argue
that investors do not buy a single asset company due to its low cost of capital,
although that may be a consideration, but more so for their leverage to the gold
price and exploration upside potential. Both of which I believe are impaired by
the gold stream transaction.
Figure 5: Karma project area with area of interest as defined by gold stream agreement –
Source: Franco Nevada

Neither Roxgold’s Yaramoko gold project and True Gold’s Karma project are
completely levered to the gold price. I note that Roxgold’s hedge program is
valid for only the term of the loan (6 years) whereas True Gold’s gold stream

MANAGEMENT CHANGES AT TRUE GOLD
BUT NONE AT ROXGOLD

has no limit as the 6.5% stream continues to perpetuity.

Although Franco Nevada were impressed with the operational team at the time

exposure to. However, there is a limit to the upside exposure due to the fact that

of the transaction, I note that the management team has changed significantly

the gold stream covers an area of influence that is even larger than the current

at True Gold since. After a temporary suspension of construction activities

Karma land package, Figure 5.

I believe that both have significant land packages that investors would also want

in early 2015 at the Karma project, changes at the senior management level
included the CEO (March 2015), COO (June 2015) and CFO (October 2015).
No significant management changes have occurred at Roxgold Inc. since its
debt transaction. An indexed share price performance for the two companies
from the date of their respective transactions, suggests that shareholders were
more receptive to the transaction executed by Roxgold as it has managed to
hold its value better than True Gold, see Figure 6.
Figure 7: Cost of financing
(debt for ROG and gold
stream for TGM) over gross
revenue for various gold
price and project scenarios –
Source: Exploration Insights
estimates
“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM, THAT IS THE QUESTION (continued)
To provide a graphic that explains the changing cost of their respective funding

In my opinion, Roxgold’s Yaramoko project was able to secure a funding

transactions, I valued the cost of each transaction (debt and stream) as a

alternative (debt with hedging) that allows its investors more exposure to

proportion of the gross revenue earned under various scenarios. The scenarios

upside with respect to gold price and exploration potential than that offered by

included changing gold prices ranging from US$1000 to US$2000 which were

True Gold’s Karma project with the gold stream.

applied to a base and upside case. The base case for both projects was their
respective feasibility study assumptions and the upside scenario incorporated
more ounces from North Kao at Karma and Bagassi South at Yaramoko.

SUMMARY – Investors seeking
exposure to gold price and
exploration upside should avoid
single asset companies with streams

As pointed out by the CEO of First Quantum, streaming transactions are not
usually the first choice for potential operating companies due to the limits
on the upside potential that investors seek. So if a streaming transaction is

The cost of the debt

a development company’s second choice, it may suggest that the sources of

transaction for the

traditional financing alternatives such as debt preferred the Yaramoko project

Yaramoko gold project

over the Karma project.

is higher than the
gold stream at Karma

at lower gold prices (US$1000) and with no exploration upside quantified,
see Figure 7. However, as the gold price rises and/or the upside potential

Yaramoko’s high grade and modest upfront capital requirements no doubt
provided the banks a higher level of confidence that the Yaramoko project could
generate sufficient free cash flow at low gold prices (US$1000/oz) to pay back
its debt obligation.

is quantified, the cost of the gold stream gets more expensive. In the end,
investors seek gold companies with assets that are levered to both the gold price
and exploration upside potential.

JOE MAZUMDAR
Economic Geologist/Analyst, Exploration Insights
Joe Mazumdar is an economic geologist/analyst at Exploration Insights. Prior to that he was a senior mining analyst
at Haywood Securities, then Canaccord Genuity. His experience includes director of strategic planning, corporate
development at Newmont and senior market analyst/trader at Phelps Dodge. Mazumdar also worked in technical roles
for IAMGOLD in Ecuador, North Minerals in Argentina/Chile and Peru, RTZ Mining and Exploration in Argentina and MIM
Exploration and Mining in Queensland, Australia, among others. Mazumdar has a Bachelor of Science in geology from the
University of Alberta, a Master of Science in geology and mining from James Cook University and a Master of Science in
mineral economics from the Colorado School of Mines.

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
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BMO Financial Group

Douglas Porter, CFA Chief Economist BMO

Benjamin Reitzes Senior Economist BMO

LOW FOR TOO LONG
delaying further Fed rate hikes

growth is simply returning to its trend prior to the

and/or stoking additional easing

rapid industrialization of China during 2000-10

among other major central

and the related global surge in debt—that episode

banks. But we would also hasten

of very strong global growth (averaging 4% per

to stress that there are longer

year) appears to have skewed perceptions of what

term risks to keeping policy

is normal. To wit, the IMF’s forecasts, for one,

extraordinarily loose for too long,

had to be consistently reduced in recent years,

let alone probing into negative

so there has been steady disappointment versus

interest rate terrain. While

expectations (Chart 3). But we would suggest that

lower for longer can help soothe

those expectations simply need to be ratcheted

anxious markets to a small extent

down in a world where China is moderating to more

The global financial market volatility since the

now, the ultra-loose policies could simply be storing

sustainable growth and where demographics are

start of 2016 already has many in the armchair-

even more serious problems for further down the

forcefully driving OECD potential growth lower.

economist brigade second-guessing the Fed’s

line. The risk is that too-easy policies now could

first tightening step, as well as prompting calls

be setting us up for a much bigger challenge in the

for further easing globally. The Bank of Japan

future.

answered the call in late January by cutting
deposit rates into negative territory. That followed
market disappointment that the Fed didn’t sound
even more dovish at its first FOMC meeting this
year, and subsequent testimony by Janet Yellen
that kept potential rate hikes on the table. Some
prominent voices have readily concluded that
the Fed hiked rates prematurely, before inflation
was a clear danger and before the economy was
clearly out of the woods, while some others suggest
that the solitary 25 basis point move has notably
ramped up the odds of a U.S. recession in 2016.
A few of these voices are already looking for the
Fed to soon reverse the rate hike and eventually
embark on QE4. And it is true that the deepening
correction in the S&P 500 is comparable to prior
episodes that eventually triggered either Fed rate
cuts and/or rounds of Quantitative Easing (Chart
1). In response, the market now has virtually no
additional rate hikes priced in for the rest of this
year, versus the consensus view of 3-4 moves and
the FOMC’s similar expectation at the start of 2016.
There is little doubt that the vivid deterioration in
financial markets since the start of the year risks

Japan was the first major economy
to move interest rates to zero, with
overnight rates below 1% since

The world’s major central banks are mostly inflation

1995 (Chart 4). While Japan admittedly has other

targeters, setting policy accordingly. When the

problems (e.g. unfavourable demographics), with

economy weakens and eases inflation pressures,

more than two decades of history, we can safely

monetary policy responds by boosting growth

say that low rates have not provided the boost

through lower interest rates, and vice-versa. A

policymakers desired. The Bank of Japan also

decline in interest rates increases the incentive to

embarked on a number of rounds of quantitative

consume more in the present at the expense of the

easing. This year’s move to negative rates is just the

future (e.g. accumulating debt). The opposite is

latest salvo of easing, but we are highly sceptical it

true as well, as debt accumulation becomes more

will provide much of a boost to the economy. Piling

prohibitive as interest rates rise. The seemingly

on the monetary stimulus in an attempt to boost

never-ending march higher in Canada’s household

asset prices and/or weaken the yen has done little to

debt ratio is a prime example of this process.

cure what ails Japan. In fact, there is a compelling

Given that there’s a limit to debt accumulation,

case to be made that ultra-low interest rates,

there’s a limit to how much demand we can bring

and negative rates in particular, simply reinforce

forward. Moreover, that debt needs to be paid back

deflationary perceptions, and may aggravate the

eventually, sapping future demand (a reality the

very problems they are aimed at solving.

U.S. consumer so painfully experienced in the past
ten years). If we’re borrowing from the future, what
happens when the future finally arrives? Perhaps
“serially disappointing” global growth might be a
signal that the future has in fact arrived.

There are two more cautionary notes on zero-rate
policies. Firstly, when a major economy, like the
U.S. or Euro Area, cuts rates to zero or negative, it
prompts others to follow suit. Smaller economies
dependent on trade with their bigger neighbours are

Disappointing growth has driven some of the urge

generally forced to lower rates so their currencies

to persistently stimulate in the aftermath of the

stay competitive and inflation doesn’t decelerate

financial crisis (Chart 2). We would assert that

significantly.

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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LOW FOR TOO LONG (continued)
Sweden is a prime example, easing

now the economy is feeling the after-effects of that

policy in-line with the ECB to

overvaluation—a lack of ready-to-go currency-

is already operating closer to full capacity than

maintain its competitiveness and

sensitive manufacturing capacity. While the loonie

commonly appreciated—2% growth should be

lift inflation toward its target. This has driven debt

has weakened materially now, the damage has been

considered a good year for the economy.

burdens and asset prices higher in Sweden, creating

done to non-resource export industries and the

future consequences of weak domestic demand and

economic repair job may take years.

potential financial instability.

Bringing this back to the Fed, we have three

Canada took a different path

fundamental issues with those calling for a

post-crisis; the Bank of Canada

complete halt to tightening and/or even easier

raised rates modestly even as the

policies among other major central banks:

Fed held rates at zero and implemented QE. That
prompted the Canadian dollar to spend a lengthy
period above where fundamentals dictated and

• The same applies for the U.S., an economy that

• If growth does falter significantly this year, the
onus should fall on fiscal policy to drive demand,
rather than monetary policy.

• Contrary to conventional wisdom, we believe that
the trend in global growth in recent years is close
to potential growth—3% global growth may be the
ceiling, not the floor.

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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LOW FOR TOO LONG (continued)
Bottom Line: Low interest rates are not the solution to global economic malaise. They can provide a temporary reprieve, but a lengthy spell at or below zero is a
crutch which risks creating long-term dependency issues. We strongly suspect that the majority of the FOMC are still leaning the same way, and it will take much
more than the recent financial market volatility to fully knock them off their tightening plans over the next few years.

DOUGLAS PORTER, CFA
Chief Economist and Managing Director, BMO Financial Group
Douglas Porter has over 25 years of experience analyzing global economies and financial markets. As Chief Economist at
BMO Financial Group, he oversees the macroeconomic and financial market forecasts and co-authors the firm’s weekly
flagship publication, “Focus”. Mr. Porter manages the team that won the prestigious Lawrence Klein award for forecast
accuracy of the U.S. economy, and was named by Bloomberg as top Canadian forecaster. As a respected commentator on
economic and financial trends, he is regularly quoted in the national press and often interviewed on radio and television.
Before joining BMO, Mr. Porter held the positions of Economist and Country Risk Analyst with other Canadian financial
institutions, and also worked at the Bank of Canada. Mr. Porter has been a member of C.D. Howe’s Monetary Policy Council
since 2008 and serves on the Investment Management Committees of the Bank of Montreal’s Pension Fund Society and
Western’s Endowment Fund. He also sits on the Board of Directors of the Toronto Financial Services Alliance. Mr. Porter has
been a Chartered Financial Analyst since 1995 and earned a Masters degree in Economics from the University of Western
Ontario. Brad holds a Chartered Financial Analyst designation and a bachelor’s degree in business administration from
Wilfrid Laurier University, where he was the gold medal recipient.

BENJAMIN REITZES
Director and Senior Economist, BMO Financial Group
Benjamin has been with the Bank of Montreal for nearly a decade. He is responsible for the Canadian macro-economic
forecast, as well as currency forecasts. While Canada is his primary focus, he also tracks global developments closely.
In addition, Benjamin contributes to the department’s global macro-economic and financial market forecasts. He is the
creator and author of Central Bank Dates, co-authors Rates Scenario and regularly contributes to the department’s various
publications such as AM Notes, Focus and econoFacts. As well, Benjamin is a regular commentator on economic and
financial trends to the media.
Benjamin holds a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Toronto and a Masters degree in Economics from Carleton
University.
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RBC GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Eric Lascelles Chief Economist RBC Global Asset Management

THE FUTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND INNOVATION
The world is embroiled in a crucial debate about the future of productivity. Simply put, is it set to falter,
hold steady, or accelerate (Exhibit 1)? The importance of this question could not be greater since, over the
long run, rising productivity and the innovation that drives it are the keys to economic prosperity. Raising
the stakes to even greater heights, the economic outlook is already clouded by a demographic drag. The
performance of productivity and innovation will thus largely determine whether economic growth is decent
or dismal.
There are strong arguments on both sides of the productivity debate. Pessimists focus on a series of fading
one-time productivity dividends that came from urbanization, universal education and the widespread
entry of women into the workforce. Similarly, as emerging economies become wealthier and approach the
technological frontier, they may find less scope to grow through the absorption of technologies from the
developed world.
However, there are no less compelling claims from the optimists. Basic science continues to advance at
a heady clip, a raft of new technologies is dramatically disrupting an expanding set of industries, and
emerging-market economies should become increasingly capable of driving innovation themselves rather
than simply importing it.
In weighing the various perspectives (Exhibit 2), we ultimately conclude that the current productivity
slowdown is mostly temporary, with additional innovation set to fully compensate for fading tailwinds,
weaker technological diffusion and a less forceful contribution from capital deepening and labour quality.

WHERE PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH COMES FROM
The only way to wring ever more out of a fixed amount of human effort is by becoming more productive.
Productivity growth is the key to a rising standard of living, robust economic growth and – ultimately –
financial-market returns.
Fortunately, there are quite a number of ways to improve productivity (Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 1: U.S. Productivity Waves

Exhibit 2: Productivity Pros and Cons

HIGHLIGHTS
• G
 lobal productivity growth
has slowed since the financial
crisis, worrying many.
• M
 uch of this productivity
deceleration represents an
inevitable normalization after
a period of unusually fast
productivity growth. But some
also reflects temporary cyclical
depressants that have taken
hold since the crisis.
• L ooking forward, productivity
growth should manage a
gradual revival as the rate of
innovation picks up across
a wide range of sectors,
though the broader outlook
is tempered by a likely slight
diminishment in help from
capital investment and
labour quality.
• A
 s part of this exploration,
we evaluate new technologies
and their potential effects
by sector.
Exhibit 3: Where does Productivity Come From?

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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THE FUTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND INNOVATION (continued)
The simplest, most immediate and most predictable

The logical question is whether this productivity

means of increasing productivity is to increase

deceleration is temporary or structural, as that

crisis leads to decay in worker skills, leaving a

a country’s or company’s capital intensity. That

will determine whether households and investors

hole in the labour market.

means providing additional machinery, equipment

are merely being inconvenienced or permanently

and structures to help workers achieve more. Over

damaged.

the past 20-plus years, increased capital intensity
has generated a whopping 60% of developed-world
productivity growth.

• Unemployment during and after the financial

• Low interest rates have distorted economic
incentives.
Depressed productivity growth is thus largely cyclical

FADING TEMPORARY TAILWINDS
Prominently, it is worth acknowledging that

and can expect to improve somewhat over time.

Another reliable strategy – if less powerful and

productivity growth from the mid-1990s to the

STRUCTURAL INFLUENCES

slower to pay dividends – is to increase the quality

mid-2000s was unusually good. Thus, a significant

These cyclical observations are promising, but far

of the labour force via education and training.

chunk of the subsequent decline in productivity

more important is the question of whether the

Rising labour quality has historically generated 12%

growth is simply a reversion to a more normal trend

world’s capacity for productivity growth is rising or

of productivity gains.

rate after one of the best decades of the modern era.

falling in a structural way.

Lastly and of crucial importance to productivity

In retrospect, some of the boom was arguably

The standard argument for less productivity growth

growth is the delivery of rising total-factor

also the unfortunate result of unsustainably fast

in the future is that most of the easy pickings that

productivity (TFP). This amounts to finding ways

credit growth and questionable financial sector

enabled such rapid productivity growth in past

to more efficiently deploy a fixed basic stock of

deregulation.

centuries and decades are now becoming scarcer.

capital and labour. This may sound like a tall task,

These fading structural gains

but innovations of this sort have nevertheless

include:

generated 28% of productivity gains in the modern

Urbanization: Farms to urban

era, and productivity growth would eventually

areas – the majority of developed

grind to a complete halt in the absence of such new

world now lives in urban areas.

technologies.

Female employment:

Examples of TFP gains:

The upward trend in female

• Brand new technologies

employment rate has halted.

• Incremental technological improvements
• Better processes

Education: In many countries,

• Diffusion of pre-existing technologies into new

the spread of universal education,

parts of the world and across companies

increase in high school graduation

FUTURE TEMPORARY HEADWINDS
RECENT SLOWDOWN
Given the importance of productivity growth, it
is distressing that the rate of ascent has tumbled
quite starkly in recent years in both developed and
emerging economies. The decline in developedworld productivity growth since the turn of the
millennium has been particularly broadly based,
with less assistance coming from all three drivers.

Simultaneously, there are some specific headwinds
related to the financial crisis that will linger

rate and now increased university enrolment have
produced massive gains; fewer gains are expected
from widespread pursuit of advanced degrees.

for several more years, but are not permanent

Longevity: The pace of longevity gains is slowing,

impediments. Specifically:

and the impact of these extra years on the workforce

• As the economy undershot its potential for

less significant.

eight years, capital investment was persistently

Entitlements: In a low-fertility, aging world,

lower than it would otherwise have been. This

government benefits are expected to pull

leaves capital stock lower – a key determinant in

government resources away from more productive

productivity growth.

ends, like infrastructure.

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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THE FUTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND INNOVATION (continued)
General purpose technologies: Railroads,

While there are counterpoints in favour of

• Developed-world R&D is also rising.

electricity, mass production, the combustion

technological diffusion (the internet makes the

• The time between technological discoveries and

engine, antibiotics, the radio, etc. were productivity

spread of technology easier; immigrants bringing

commercialization – while still long – may be

game-changers. Some argue that recent advances

technology back to home nation; labour market

shrinking.

are far less revolutionary, and that there will be

mobility diffusing technology across firms), the

fewer inventions on this scale in the future.

balance of evidence favours an interpretation of
slightly less technological diffusion at the global
level.

MORE INNOVATION
This takes us to the crux of the productivity debate:
will the rate of innovation rise or fall in
the future? With plenty of caveats,
we are more inclined toward the

LOOKING AHEAD

optimistic argument.

Our forecast is as follows. Over the next few years,
productivity growth should remain underwhelming
as the cyclical depressants of the financial crisis
continue to play out.
However, over the long term, we see no reason
why productivity growth cannot revert to a normal
rate. The cyclical drags should fade with time.
Granted, capital investment and
labour quality are likely to provide
slightly less help than normal,
and the diffusion of existing
technologies around the

With the prospect of slightly less support from

LEADING INDICATORS

capital intensification and labour-quality growth

There are quite a number

extent. But we see considerable

over the long run, any hope of achieving a normal

of positive signals on

potential in a raft of powerful

rate of productivity growth lies in the hands of

technological innovation:

TFP growth, and whether it can revive after having

• Humans continue to have

world may even fade to some

new technologies, and so believe
that innovation - helped by a

shrunk to virtually nothing in recent years.

a fundamental creativity and

We believe there could be less technological

inquisitiveness, and in many areas of

economies – should accelerate in the future. This

diffusion in the future, but more outright

science and technology, we are just scraping the

latter force should roughly offset the drags from

technological innovation.

surface.

capital and labour quality, permitting a return in

Whereas technological diffusion has generated just
20% of TFP growth for rich nations, it has provided
a remarkable 60% of the gain for poorer nations. In
the future, we suspect technological diffusion will
weaken slightly, for the following reasons:
• Between nations, income inequality and
productivity inequality have been declining. As
countries become increasingly homogenous,
there is less remaining room for the diffusion of
unfamiliar technologies from one nation to the
next.
• Increasing wealth in emerging-market nations
means less of a technology gap, so less scope for
further technological absorption.
• The pace of globalization is slowing.

• Existing “general purpose technologies” –

rising contribution from emerging

both the developed and emerging world to the sort

revolutions like the computer and the network

of productivity gains that prevailed prior to the

– continue to play out and may do so for decades.

distortions of the past decade.

Others, like robotics, are just getting going.
• It is difficult to say what other revolutionary

Exhibit 4: Middle-income Country Innovation on the Rise

new technologies may come along, but there is
no reason to think the well has run dry: there
are fewer barriers to innovation today than ever
before.
• Emerging-market nations should be theoretically
better at generating their own technological
innovations now that they are nearing the
technological frontier. Accordingly, emergingmarket R&D spending and patent applications are
both increasing sharply (Exhibit 4).

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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THE FUTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND INNOVATION (continued)
For businesses and investors, this relatively

businesses will be disrupted by new entrants. The

optimistic conclusion is a relief. Investment

scalability of new business models is such that

OUTLOOK SUMMARY

returns could be somewhat lower in the future for

economies are now increasingly oriented toward

demographic reasons, but the core foundation of

winner-take-all outcomes, with the implication that

corporate growth – businesses building a better

picking the right company will be crucial.

The outlook for productivity is
hugely important, both in its
role as the central enabler of
rising financial well-being and
in the context of deteriorating
demographics, as the only
means of avoiding economic
stagnation.

mousetrap and finding new markets – should
remain active.

For people, further productivity growth is good in
the sense of potentially raising real wages and the

That said, from the perspective of individual

standard of living, but a significant threat over the

businesses, the future is still fraught with risk.

longer run if automation eventually translates into

Technology is radically changing how many

mass unemployment.

economic sectors operate. Myriad existing
The information contained in this electronic message is for the exclusive and confidential use of the addressee. Any other
distribution, use, reproduction or alteration of the information contained in this electronic message, by the addressee
or by any other recipient, without the prior written consent of the sender is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
electronic message in error, please notify the sender.
Reprinted with the permission of RBC Global Asset Management.

ERIC LASCELLES
Chief Economist, RBC Global Asset Management
Eric Lascelles is the Chief Economist for RBC Global Asset Management Inc. (RBC GAM). He maintains the firm’s global
economic forecast and advises its portfolio managers on key themes and risks.
Eric is also a member of the RBC Investment Strategy Committee (RISC), which is responsible for the firm’s global asset
mix recommendations. Eric makes regular presentations both within and outside of RBC GAM and is widely recognized for
his passionate delivery, timely analysis and candid critiques. He is also a frequent media commentator on global economic
and financial trends, appearing regularly on CNBC, BNN and other networks. Eric’s written editorials on topics as diverse as
the U.S. housing recovery and China’s structural imbalances have appeared in The Globe and Mail, National Post, The Wall
Street Journal and Financial Times.
Prior to joining RBC GAM, Eric spent close to a decade at another large financial institution, rising from Bank Economist to
the Chief Economics and Rates Strategist on the firm’s trading floor. Beforehand, he was a Research Analyst at Statistics
Canada, in the dot-com industry in Boston and at Goldman Sachs in New York.
Eric holds a graduate degree in Economics from Queen’s University as well as a Bachelor of Economics from Princeton
University with minors in Finance and Computer Science.
His extracurricular activities include membership on the C.D. Howe Institute’s Business Cycle Council, the group that dates
recessions and other economic turning points in Canada. He is also an elected member of the Queen’s University Council,
former Treasurer of a non-profit daycare and prior Mentoring Program Coordinator for the Toronto Association of Business
and Economics.
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RP Investment Advisors

Richard Pilosof Managing Partner, CEO & Head of Risk RP Investment Advisors

CHALLENGES OF AN EVOLVING FIXED INCOME MARKET

An already opaque, and over-the-counter fixed income market has
changed due to regulatory reform following the 2008 credit crisis.
Supply and demand dynamics of Fixed Income securities have
changed as the role of liquidity provider has shifted away from the
banks and brokerage houses. While we are at the forefront of an
evolving bond market, credit itself has been in a bear market since
the summer of 2014, presenting corporate bond investors a number
of challenges. Given a number of macroeconomic considerations,
such as the weakness of the oil price, the uncertainty in China, the
concern that the recapitalisation of European banks is incomplete,
and a slowing global economy, liquidity remains challenging and
credit spreads have been widening, which has caused bond prices
to fall across the board, regardless of the direction of interest rates.

5-10 Year US Corporate Index

US High Yield Spread

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

“The opinions are those of the authors and do not reflect the views of CFA Society Vancouver, its Board of Directors or its members. CFA Society Vancouver does not guarantee the
originality, reliability or accuracy of any statement, information or advice, nor does it make any representation concerning the same.”
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CHALLENGES OF AN EVOLVING FIXED INCOME MARKET (continued)
To begin, liquidity dynamics in the bond market have changed since the 2008

To add to this complexity, there has been significant growth in financial

credit crisis. Increased regulation of banks has meant that dealers are using

products such as ETFs and mutual funds that cater to the demand from non-

considerably less balance sheet as part of their role in market-making.

institutional investors such as retail or small advisors. These products promise
to offer investors daily liquidity. This is disconcerting as the liquidity for the

Primary Dealer Positions in Corporate Securities Great than 1 year to Maturity

assets underlying these products is further exacerbated with falling demand and
capital outflows from these vehicles after multiple years of positive growth.
These market dynamics combined with extensively used monetary policy across
the globe, as well as growing geopolitical risks are creating a new norm in asset
pricing – increased price volatility of all risk assets, including Fixed Income is
evident. At RPIA we firmly believe that an active and opportunistic approach to
managing Fixed Income portfolios is required to thrive in this “new normal”,
protect investors’ capital and augment returns.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of NY / Bloomberg

Although we expect dispersion amongst credit bonds to continue, within our
alternative fixed income mandates we continue to keep risk contained while

Coupled with this and against a backdrop of low interest rates, supply of

taking advantage of opportunities created by market turmoil. In this near

corporate bonds has been on the rise. This expansion in supply has been driven

zero-rate environment, investors need to reflect on what is an appropriate risk

mainly by large debt-funded merger and acquisition (M&A) deals, particularly

adjusted return for all their investments.

in the US given the pressure to increase shareholder return. As an example,
2015 saw $275 billion of M&A related funding which equates to the level of
funding seen in 2012-2014 combined.

RICHARD PILOSOF
Managing Partner, CEO & Head of Risk, RP Investment Advisors
Richard Pilosof is a former Managing Director and Head of Global Debt Markets for RBC Capital Markets (RBCCM), having
held positions on the Operating Committee, Management Committee, Executive Committee and a succession of senior
management positions in his greater than 25 years with RBC. In 1987, Mr. Pilosof had the distinction of becoming RBCCM’s
youngest managing director at the age of 27, the same year he was appointed head of Canadian Domestic Fixed Income
Trading. Mr. Pilosof transferred to the United Kingdom in 1998 and worked on the Hambros Bank Limited business
integration, later becoming a member of the Global Markets Operating Committee in 1999. While in London, Richard
managed and built RBC’s international capital markets platform into a world class operation with significant operations in
London, Hong Kong, Sydney and New York, substantially increasing RBC’s percentage of revenues earned from operations
outside Canada from 1998 to 2008. As Global Head of Debt Markets, Mr. Pilosof oversaw multi-billion dollar portfolios. Mr.
Pilosof managed and traded, on a discretionary basis, foreign exchange, fixed income and credit products portfolios,
reporting to the Co-President of RBCCM. Richard holds a BA in Finance from the University of South Carolina and is the Chair
of the Finance & Investment Committee for the Mount Sinai Hospital Foundation.
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